γδ T Cells and B Cells.
γδ T cells constitute the third arm of a tripartite adaptive immune system in jawed vertebrates, besides αβ T cells and B cells. Like the other two lymphocyte-types, they express diverse antigen receptors, capable of specific ligand recognition. Functionally, γδ T cells represent a system of differentiated subsets, sometimes engaged in cross-regulation, which ultimately determines their effect on other components of the immune system, including B cells and antibodies. γδ T cells are capable of providing help to B cells in antibody production. More recently it became clear that γδ T cells influence B cell differentiation during the peripheral stages of B cell development, control levels of circulating immunoglobulin (all subclasses), and affect production of autoantibodies. Because of this relationship between γδ T cells and B cells, the extensive variation of γδ T cells among human individuals might be expected to modulate their humoral responsiveness.